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such as the Shakers or look in on
such perfectionist communities as
that established at Oneida.

The merits of this book, how-
ever, are balanced by its short-
comings. There is mucb more to
the American faith than the
reader can gain from this volume.
Looking backward to the origins
of that faith, it must surely be
admitted that it is more than the
mere flowering of a growth rooted
in "the radical lower-class sects
of the Protestant Reformation."
American ideas and idealism are
deeply imbedded in Christendom,
which itself is a blending of the
heritage of faith, reason, and law
deriving from Israel, Greece,
Rome, and beyond-as deBurgh
demonstrates in his Legacy of the
Ancient World. In other direc-
tions, the book needs to be supple-
mented by such works as Garrett’s
The American Story, Beston’s
American Memory, and Morley’s
The Power in the People.

EDMUND A. OPITZ

~ Theory and History: An In-
terpretation of Social and
Economic Evolution

By Ludwig yon Mises. New Haven,
Conn.: Yale University Press.
384 pp. $6.00.

SINCE MEN first started to record
events, they have sought to under-
stand why things happened as
they did. It has been suggested

variously that all actions of man
were predestined according to
some superior over-all design ; that
they were merely the consequences
of physiological phenomena; or
that they arose solely from en-
vironmental conditions or charac-
teristics of society or race. Such
explanations, however, as Ludwig
yon Mises shows in his new book,
are inconsistent with real life on
this earth as we know it.

Dr. Mises is the leading ex-
ponent today of the Austrian
School of economics. He has
taught and lectured in a dozen dif-
ferent countries and now holds a
position as Visiting Professor at
New York University. His writ-
ings have spelled out in detail
many aspects of economics, ex-
plaining in every instance how the
free market is the basis of indi-
vidual freedom. In this new book,
he applies his knowledge of the
theory of human action and of
market operations to the interpre-
ration of history and historical
philosophies.

The major part of the book is
devoted to analyzing various inter-
pretations of history and to com-
paring each in turn with the phi-
losophy of utilitarianism which
Mises calls ’% philosophy of indi-
vidualism," because it "rejects
universalism, collectivism, and
totalitarianism." One by one, he
refutes the philosophies of history
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that deny freedom of the indivi-
dual to act as he sees fit. Dr. Mises
calls attention to "the emotional
appeal which cognizance of this
freedom has, and the idea of moral
responsibility which it engenders.
¯ . . One of the fundamental con-
ditions of man’s existence and
action is the fact that he does not
know what will happen in the
future." He points out, on the
other hand, that positivism, be-
haviorism, and scientism, for in-
stance, reduce the role of the indi-
vidual to that of a robot. He
shows that the Marxist idea of
"class conflict" denies th~ obvious
fact that individuals act according
to what they consider to be their
own interest, not that of their
"class."

Dr. Mises explains why the
claim that environmental factors
alone determine a person’s ideas
and actions-and thus, history-
is a contradiction of reality. In
fact, the situation is the other way
round. It is ideas that are respon-
sible for social institutions, tech-
nological and political changes,
and economic conditions. This
thesis, the importance of ideas,
runs like a refrain throughout the
book.

Men are rational creatures,
Mises reminds us. Their actions
are the results of thought and rea-
son. Acting men seek various ends,
according to their individual value

November

judgments and ideas, using means
they believe, or .hope, will be effec-
tive. They do not always use
proper means, and they may
change their minds after making
a decision to act, but this does not
deny that men act rationally and
purposively in the hope of gaining
desired ends.

Men frequently act in coopera-
tion. Their reason tells them that
there are advantages in social co-
operation, due to the fact that spe-
cialization and the division of
labor are more productive than
self-sufficiency. This recognition
leads most men to prefer peaceful
relations to strife and conflict
with their fellow men. Indeed, the
history of civilization consists of
the development of specialization
and division of labor. Thus, the de-
sire for social cooperation is an
important motive for individual
action.

It is the task of the historian to
record and to explain, insofar
as his knowledge, understanding,
and opportunities permit, the man-
ner in which events arise from the
individual actions of individual
men. To explain why men act, he
must make use of "specific under-
standing" as well as knowledge in
all other pertinent fields, includ-
ing economics. The more complete
his knowledge and understanding,
the more accurate can be his inter-
pretation of historical data.
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Modern historians tend to be im-
pressed bymass phenomena and the
~actions of large groups. In this,
their writings reflect the current
fallacies of "pseudo-economics."
They are inclined to forget that
’history always deals with individ-
uals. Even the actions of societies
and long-term historical trends
are traceable ultimately to many

.small and interrelated individual
actions. When men cooperate or
,act together as members of
groups, they are, nevertheless,
still acting as individuals under

.the influence of certain specific
~ ideas.

! History is made by man. The con-
’scious intentional actions of indi-
viduals, great and small, determine

, the course of events insofar as it is
the result of the interaction of all
men. But the historical process is
not designed by individuals. It is the
composite outcome of the intentional
actions of all individuals. No man
can plan history.

Although the advantages to be
gained from interpersonal cooper-
ation under a system of division
of labor and interpersonal ex-
change on an unhampered market
have long been recognized, many
persons, historians included, be-
lieve that an inevitable conflict of
interests exists among individuals
and among groups. The belief per-
sists that there are "have-nots" in
the world, precisely because there
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are "haves." This is true, of
course, in societies where wealth
is the result of special privilege.
But in a free market, i.e., under
capitalism, no conflicts need exist
among the rightly understood in-
terests of all members. Because
many historians have failed to un-
derstand this, they have helped to
popularize the idea of conflicting
interests as well as other neo-mer-
cantilist ideas which lead to in-
ternational conflict and aggressive
nationalism.

Perhaps the most startling idea
brought to light by Dr. Mises in
this book concerns the role histo-
rians have played in promoting
various types of collectivism. By
adopting philosophies of history
based on economic fallacies and
the thesis that individuals do not
have the power of free choice,
they have actually helped the
cause of socialism. Their accept-
ance of the idea that material and
technological advances are some-
how "automatic" and "inevitable"
has led them to endorse, and thus
to popularize, policies of govern-

Any book reviewed in this Book Section (or
any other current book) supplied by return
mail. You pay only the bookstore price. We
pay the postage anywhere in the world.
Cato|ogue on request.

THE BOOKMAILER, Box 101, New York 16
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62 THE FREEMAN November

ment interference with individual
initiative, efforts, and savings
which make such advances pos-
sible.

The closing note of Mises’ book,
however, is hopeful. "The key-
stone of Western civilization is
the sphere of spontaneous action
it secures to the individual." AI-
though the trend of recent years
has been toward trying to "stabi-
lize" economies and inhibit indi-
vidual initiative through govern-
ment intervention, so far, Mises
concludes, the advocates of these

policies in the West have not suc-
ceeded in wiping out "the indivi-
dual’s disposition to think and to
apply to all problems the yardstick
of reasoning."

This book is a deep, philosophi-
cal analysis. It is not intended for
beginners. It contains much which
should be of vital interest, how-
ever, to serious students of his-
tory and philosophy. If it is read
and understood by the world’s
"thought leaders," it could have
a profound influence for the cause
of freedom. BETTINA BIEN

We invite your subscription to

MODERN A GE
A CONSERVATIVE REVIEW
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and long reviews
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An economical answer to reducing the cost of timing gear housings for tractor engines,

A group analyzed what was involved in machin-
ing timing gear housings for Caterpillar D9
Tractors. Their combined thinking and experi-
ence devised a unique fixture. It held this fragile
part in a new way that permitted milling to
within .008#.

THE INGERSOLL

MIL.I-ING MACHINE COMPANY
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Specially designed
and built for
Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
Peoria, III.

An Ingersoll Rotary Milling
Machine for rough and

finish milling timing gear
housings using magnetic
fixtures for clamping and
supporting the part.
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Wha fever your car’s age,

Thompson parts help it run smoofh/~

dependably

W HETHER YOUR CAR iS spank-
ing-new, ten years old, or

a veteran from a 1928 assembly
llne.., the chances are it counts
on Thompson parts for depend-
able operation.

For 52 years now, car-makers
have adopted Thompson parts as
original equipment.., and car
mechanics have been installing
Thompson replacement parts.

In fact, in its many automotive
parts plants, Thompson is turn-
ing out precision-manufactured
parts for nearly every car, truck,
bus and tractor in operation today.
A typical example of Thompson’s
versatility: in one section of one

plant we are producingThompson
front suspension ball joints for
brand-new cars...while in another
section of the same plant we are
making replacement parts for
autos dating back to 1928.*

Today, Thompson automotive
parts include valves, valve rota-
tors, pistons and piston rings,
bearings, cylinder sleeves, steer-
ing linkage parts, Sky-Ride shock
absorbers, water pumps and
many others.

The automotive industry is but
one of many for which Thompson
engineering and manufacturing
skills and f-~cilities are continually
developing new products and

improving old ones. Thompso
now serves such widely divel-sifie
industries as Electronics, Aviatio~
Light Metals, Home Appliance
Mining and many others whicl
have learned "You can count
Thompson". Thompson Product:
Incorporated, General Office~
Cleveland 17, Ohio.

77 ompson
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.. NOW SOMETHING IS BEING DONE

)ABOUT PARCEL POST SUBSIDIES
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

T~ provide for eontrel by the In~rsta~ Commerce
Commi~ion of the relocation of ra~s ~n fo~th-
ela~ (parcel post) ma~, and for other p~po~s.

1 Be it en~ted by t~ Senate ~nd House o[ Repre-
2 sen~ives o[ t~ Uni~d St~s o[ Amerie~ in
a Congress ~ssembled, ~ha~ section 247 of title

Most businessmen know what
parcel post deficits mean as an
unfair burden on the taxpayer
¯.. the extent to which govern-
ment subsidies ignore the princi-
ples of private enterprise.

A bill--H. R. 8108--has been
introduced in the House of Rep-
resentatives.., a bill calling for
a study of parcel post service
and its cost based on sound com-
mercial accounting practices;
and then, on the basis of the
findings, calling for rate reforms
aimed at making parcel post pay

its own way--a recommendation
of the Hoover Commission.
The bill, of course, will be fought
by those who are still thriving
on the special privileges granted
by present rates.
There you have, in a few words,
the story of the new bill that
can mean far-reaching reform
¯.. by requiring the user of the
parcel post system to pay his
rightful share.
For a free copy of an informa-
tive booklet, "The Truth About
Parcel Post," write to:

The Public Relations Division of

RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, INC.
219 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE
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FROM A LIBERTARIAN’S LIBRARY

UNDER the American Constitution, the cause of human freedom

has generally been served. Human rights - the right to life, free-

dom of thought, religion, residence, press, assembly, petition and
action, civil liberty, and property- are promulgated and perpetu-
ated by this Constitution which is dedicated to the proposition
of p romoting the welfare of the individual as one of many individ-
uals making up the nation. Government logically exists for only

one purpose - the protection of these rights. Its exercise of power
should always be limited by a written constitution in order that it

may never exceed or curtail these rights.

Our most formidable fortress of defense in time of stress still
remains the Constitution of the United States. But it is only as
good as our understanding and defense of the purpose for which
it was drafted. Eternal vigilance and personal responsibility are
still the price of human liberty.

A selection [rom The Constitution ot the United States: lts Origins, Princlple~,
and Problems by James Mussatti, with Study Guide by Thomas J. Shelly,

D. Van l~ostrand Company, Princeton. 173 pp. $2.00 paper, $3.50 cloth.
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